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Abstract
Buffeting is an aeroelastic phenomenon which
plagues high performance aircraft at high angles of
attack. For the F/A-18 at high angles of attack,
vortices emanating from wing/fuselage leading
edge extensions burst, immersing the vertical tails
in their turbulent wake. The resulting buffeting of
the vertical tails is a concern from fatigue and
inspection points of view.
Previous flight and wind-tunnel investigations to
determine the buffet loads on the tail did not
provide a complete description of the spatial
characteristics of the unsteady differential
pressures. Consequently, the unsteady differential
pressures were considered to be fully correlated in
the analyses of buffet and buffeting. The use of
fully correlated pressures in estimating the
generalized aerodynamic forces for the analysis of
buffeting yielded responses that exceeded those
measured in flight and in the wind tunnel.
To learn more about the spatial characteristics of
the unsteady differential pressures, an available
16%, sting-mounted, F-18 wind-tunnel model was
modified and tested in the Transonic Dynamics
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Tunnel (TDT) at the NASA Langley Research
Center as part of the ACROBAT (Actively
Controlled Response Of Buffet-Affected Tails)
program. Surface pressures were measured at
high angles of attack on flexible and rigid tails.
Cross-correlation and cross-spectral analyses of
the pressure time histories indicate that the
unsteady differential pressures are not fully
correlated. In fact, the unsteady differential
pressures resemble a wave that travels along the
tail. At constant angle of attack, the pressure
correlation varies with flight speed.
Introduction
Buffeting is an aeroelastic phenomenon which
plagues high performance aircraft, especially those
with twin vertical tails. For aircraft of this type at
high angles of attack, vortices emanating from
wing/fuselage leading edge extensions burst,
immersing the vertical tails in their wake, as shown
in Figure 1. The resulting buffeting of the vertical
tails is a concern from fatigue and inspection
points of view. Previous wind-tunnel and flight
tests were conducted to quantify the buffet loads
on the vertical tails.
The spectral aspects of the unsteady differential
pressures on the vertical tail caused by a burst
LEX (leading edge extension) vortex are well
documented. 1 The results of Reference 1 illustrate
the variations of the power spectral densities and
root mean square (rms) values of the differential
pressures with flight speed, angle of attack (AOA),
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dynamicpressure,and tail coordinateusingonly
five differential pressure transducers.1 In
Reference1,theworstcasecondition,definedby
the highestrmsvaluesof differentialpressureat
designlimit load,occursaround340psf and 32
degreesangleof attack.Otherfindingswerethat
the root meansquarevalueof the differential
pressurevarieslinearlywith dynamicpressure,
and that Strouhalscalingprovidesa meansfor
comparingmodelandflightdata.Also,thehighest
rms valuesoccurredat stationsclosestto the
leadingedgewhilethe lowestrmsvaluesoccurred
nearthetrailingedgewitha gradualchangein rms
valuesbetweenthesetworegionsof thetail. The
reasonsfor this gradualreductionin the rms
valueswithincreaseinchordcoordinatewerenot
explained.Duringthe investigation,theunsteady
differential pressures were considered fully
correlated(inphase)becausetheirresultsof the
pressuresmeasuredat onlyfive stationsdid not
indicateotherwise.Thesamplingrateusedin this
testis notclearlyreported.
Figure1. FlowVisualizationof LeadingEdge
Extension(LEX)VortexBurst,
30DegreesAngleofAttack
Aftertheresearchof Reference1 andpriorto the
researchreportedherein,wind-tunneltestswere
conductedto investigatethespatialcharacteristics
of the unsteadysurfacepressureson the tail.2
Contourplotsof thetimedelaysoneachsurface
wereconstructedusingcross-correlationa alyses
of the unsteadypressuresmeasuredoneachtail
surfaceof a6%rigidF/A-18modeltestedat Mach
0.6. AsshowninFigure2 for35degreesangleof
attack,the contoursfor each surfaceare quite
different. The spatial characteristicsof the
unsteadydifferentialpressuresare unclearfrom
examinationof these plots of the unsteady
pressureson each surface. On the inboard
surfaceat 35degreesangleof attackand Mach
0.6,thetimedelayfroma stationnearthe leading
edge to a stationnear the trailing edge is
approximately0.0006seconds.Thesamplingrate
is notclearlyreported;however,a timedelayof
0.0006secondsindicatesthata highsamplingrate
isneededtocapturetheconvectionoftheflow.
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Figure 2. Peak Correlation Contours (msec) of the
Fin Unsteady Pressure Signals, 6% Rigid Tail,
M=0.6, 35 Degrees AOA
(From Reference 2)
Because little information was known regarding
their spatial correlation, the differential pressures
on the tail were assumed to be zero- or fully-
correlated during the computations of the
generalized aerodynamic forces. 3-S These
analyses did not estimate the buffeting accurately.
After further study, it was concluded that the issue
of pressure correlation is the key to successful
buffeting prediction and should be the subject of
more research. 4-5
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indicate that the differential pressures acting on the
tail are not in phase. However, the dependencies
of pressure correlation on flight conditions were not
clearly understood from these results.
To better understand the pressure correlation
during buffet, an available 16%, sting-mounted, F-
18 wind-tunnel model was modified and tested in
the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) at the
NASA Langley Research Center as part of the
ACROBAT (Actively Controlled Response Of
Buffet-Affected Tails) program. 8 Surface
pressures were measured for scaled flight
conditions at high angles of attack on flexible and
rigid tails. Pressure signals were sampled at 6538
Hz for approximately 30 seconds. Cross-
correlation and time-averaged cross-spectral
analyses 9 were performed for identifying any
consistent spatial characteristics of the unsteady
differential pressures. The results of these
analyses indicate that the unsteady differential
pressures are not fully correlated. In fact, the
unsteady differential pressures resemble a wave
that travels along the tail.
The purpose of this paper is to present some wind-
tunnel results that illustrate the partial correlation of
the unsteady differential buffet pressures on a rigid
tail and a flexible tail of a 16% F/A-18 model.
Figure 3. Cross-Spectral Density and Coherence
Functions Between the Differential Pressures Near
the Leading-Edge Tip and the Trailing-Edge Tip,
Full-Scale Tail, M=0.15, (From Reference 6)
To learn more about the pressure correlation, a
full-scale F/A-18 was tested at high angles of
attack at a maximum speed of Mach 0.15 in a wind
tunnel. Plots of the magnitudes and phase delays
of the unsteady differential pressures were
constructed using cross-spectral analyses of the
unsteady pressures measured on each tail surface
at Mach 0.15. 6.7 As shown in Figure 3a for 20
degrees AOA, the phase is approximately negative
400 degrees (-360-40) at 45 Hz, which is the
frequency of the first torsion mode of the tail. As
shown in Figure 3b for 32 degrees angle of attack,
the phase is approximately negative -180 degrees
at 20 Hz. In Figure 3b, the phase values at
frequencies above 20 Hz are difficult to determine
because of the wrapping used in plotting the
phase. Although flight conditions were not
matched, the results of this wind-tunnel test
Wind-Tunnel Model and Tunnel Conditions
An existing 16% (also referred to as 1/6-scale),
rigid, full-span model of the F/A-18 A/B aircraft was
refurbished, and three flexible and two rigid vertical
tails were fabricated. This model was then sting-
mounted in the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT)
at the NASA Langley Research Center, as shown
in Figure 4, where it underwent a series of tests to
determine buffet flowfield characteristics and to
alleviate vertical tail buffeting using active
controls, a
The three flexible tails were fabricated from a 1/8-
inch thick aluminum plate and covered with balsa
wood. The aluminum plate thickness was chosen
such that the frequencies and shapes of the first
three modes were close to those of the actual tail
as determined by a finite element analysis. All
three flexible tails were instrumented with a root
strain gage aligned to measure bending moment
and with two tip accelerometers near the leading
and trailing edges. The two rigid tails (one port,
3
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one starboard)werefabricatedfroma blockof
aluminumandweregeometricallyidenticalto the
flexibletails.Twoof theflexibletailsandbothrigid
tails were instrumentedwith unsteadypressure
transducersfor measuringpressureson both
surfacesofthetails,asshownin Figures5 and6,
respectively At each station,there are two
transducers,oneoneachsideofthetail
Figure4. 1/6-ScaleF/A-18ModelMountedinthe
TransonicDynamicsTunnel
l. 2o 3._
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Figure 5. Pressure Transducer Stations, 1/6-Scale
Flexible Tail
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Figure 6. Pressure Transducer Stations, 1/6-Scale
Rigid Tail
For buffet, the Strouhal number is the primary
scaling relationship used in determining tunnel
conditions 1 Shown in equation 1, the Strouhal
number, n, is a nondimensional frequency
parameter that is proportional to reduced
frequency.
p7= --t c, (I)
U
where f is frequency in Hz, o is characteristic
length, and U is velocity. A frequency ratio
between model and aircraft structural modes and
forcing function spectra of unity was chosen,
leaving only two variables, o and U, to be
determined. According to the Strouhal number, to
match frequency content between aircraft models
of different scales, the relationship of o divided by
U must be identical. Since 116-scale model was
chosen, only one variable, U, needed to be
determined. According to Reference I, the
dynamic pressure where vertical tail buffeting
appeared maximum was roughly 340 psf. Using a
value for air density at an altitude of approximately
12,000 feet, velocity was determined. For the
case of a 116-scale wind-tunnel model that has a
frequency ratio of one with the aircraft, the wind
speed requirement is 116 of the flight speed of the
aircraft. For the ACROBAT program, a tunnel
speed of 110 feet per second in atmospheric air
(14 psf) was used.
General Buffet and Buffeting Characteristics of the
16% F/A-18 Wind-Tunnel Model
Power spectral density plots of the unsteady
differential pressures at one station on the tail
illustrate the effect of angle of attack on the
magnitude of buffet The buffet at 20 degrees
AOA, shown in Figure 7(a), appears broad band
compared to the buffet at 34 degrees AOA, shown
in Figure 7(b). At 34 degrees AOA, the magnitude
of the aerodynamic input (in the lower frequencies)
has grown while its peak has shifted to a lower
frequency value These trends of the pressures
with angle of attack are consistent with other
experimental data 1 6
The pressures, shown in Figure 7 (a)-(b), created
the buffeting, or structural response to the buffet,
shown in Figure 8 (a)-(b), respectively. At 34
degrees angle of attack, the buffeting shown in
Figure 8(b) around 15 Hz, which corresponds to
the first bending mode of the vertical tail, has
4
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intensifiedby 1.5ordersof magnitudeabovethe
levelat 20 degreesAOA,shownin Figure8(a).
Sincethe buffet,or force inputto the tail, has
shiftedto a lowerfrequencywithincreasedangle
of attack,as indicatedby Figure7, the resulting
verticaltailbuffetingmainlyconsistsofa response
in the first bending mode, as indicatedby
comparingFigures8 (a)and8 (b). Theresponse
in the mode around 58 Hz has not grown
significantlywith the increasein angleof attack
becausethe magnitudeof the pressuresin that
portionof the spectrumhas not increasedwith
increasedangleof attack,as seenin Figure7.
Thesetrendsagreewell with similarresultsof
otherwind-tunneltests.1e
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Figure 8. Root Bending Moment Near Mid-Chord
Root, 1/6-Scale Flexible Tail
Chord-Wise Variation in Maqnitude of The
Unsteady Differential Pressures
The magnitude of the unsteady differential
pressure varies with chord location, as seen in
Figure 9 for the rigid tail at 34 degrees angle of
attack. The peak value and the rms value of the
differential pressures near the leading edge are
highest, as seen in Figure 9c. As chord location is
X
Diff. P at Station 5
RMS: 0.031i
2'0 40 60 80
Frequency, Hz
b) Near Mid-Chord
00
1.2
1
0.8
x 0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Diff. P at Station 6
RMS: 0.036
0 20 40 60 80 100
Frequency, Hz
c) Near Leading Edge
Figure 9. Differential Pressures at Three Stations
on the Rigid Tail Along The 75% Span Line, 34
Degrees AOA
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increased,thepeakvalueandthermsvalueof the
unsteady differential pressure drop, as seen in
Figure 9, with the lowest values occurring near the
trailing edge. The shape of the power spectral
density curves is similar regardless of chord
location. Similar results were observed for the
flexible tail.
Cross-Correlation Functions For The Riqid Tail
Cross-correlation functions were computed for the
differential pressures acquired at the surface
stations of the rigid tail, shown in Figure 6. In
Figures 10a, the time delays and coefficients are
shown for the pressures between stations near the
tip. The wave form changes more between
stations 1 and 2 than between stations 2 and 3, as
indicated by the maximum value of the coefficient
(0.651 versus 0.777). Since the time delay
between stations 1 and 2 is longer than the time
delay between stations 2 and 3 (-0.0031 seconds
versus -0.0023 seconds, shown in Figure 10a), the
transport velocity between stations 1 and 2 is
slower than the transport velocity between stations
2 and 3.
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Figure 10. Cross-Correlation Functions Between
Differential Pressures at Stations on Rigid Tail, 34
Deg AOA (See Figure 6 for Station Locations)
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Similarresultsareobservedfor the pressuresat
75%span,asshowninFigure10b. However,the
transportvelocitiesappearidentical.InFigure10c,
the cross-correlationfunctionsbetweentrailing
edgeandleadingedgestationsare providedfor
thetwospanlocationsjustdiscussed.Asacheck,
themaximumcoefficientsandtheirtimedelaysof
the two plots in Figure 10cshouldmatchthe
productand the summationof the individual
coefficientsand time delays, respectively,of
Figures10aand10b
Thecross-correlationfunctionsforthepressuresat
lowerstationson thetail areprovidedin Figures
10dthrough10f. Sincethestationsat the lower
spanaremorehighlyseparatedthanthestations
at the higherspan,the timedelaysare longer.
Thereis nonoticeabledifferencein the transport
velocitiesbetweenthe stationsat 40% spanor
25% span,as indicatedby the time delaysof
Figures10d and 10e. In Figure10f, the cross-
correlationfunctionsbetweentrailingedgeand
leadingedgestationsare providedfor the two
span locationsjust discussed.As a check,the
maximumcoefficientsandtheirtimedelaysof the
two plotsin Figure10fshouldmatchthe product
and the summationof the individualcoefficients
andtimedelays,respectively,of Figures10dand
10e.
Cross-Spectral Density Functions For
The Riqid Tail
The cross-spectral densities between the
pressures near the trailing edge with respect to the
pressures near the leading edge are provided in
Figure 11 for various span locations on the rigid tail
shown in Figure 6. The cross-spectral density
functions provide similar information as the cross-
correlation functions but in the frequency domain.
The magnitude illustrates the frequency
components of the spectra that dominate the
pressure signal, and the phase indicates the
number of degrees that a particular frequency
component has turned upon reaching the
downstream station after passing the upstream
station. For instance, the magnitude of
(Diff_l)/Diff_3) indicates that the dominant
frequency component is around 23 Hz and turns
approximately 48 degrees between stations 1 and
3; or, at any time, the 23-Hz component at station
1 lags the 23-Hz component at station 3 by 48
degrees.
(Diff_l) / (Diff_3) (Diff_4) / (Diff_6)
0"151 I Max: 0.103@23.1Hz I
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c 0. I a -48.3 deg= 0.05t /"
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0.15 Max: 0.13 A • iMax: 0.097@327 Hz ]
i 0.i @21.5H#vv_4
0 102o3o405oo 102o3o40
2°°k ]
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b) Near Trailing Edge with respect to Near Leading
Edge, 40% Span and 25% Span
Figure 11. Cross-Spectral Density Functions
Between Differential Pressures at Stations on
Rigid Tail, 34 Deg AOA (See Figure 6 for Station
Locations)
Cross-Correlation and Cross-Spectral Density
Functions For The Flexible Tail
Cross-correlation and cross-spectral density
functions are shown for the flexible tail to illustrate
that flexibility does not appear to affect time and
phase delays. For instance, for the rigid tail
(shown in Figure 6), the coefficient and time delay
for (Diff_5)/(Diff_6) are 0.773 and 0.0029,
respectively, as shown in Figure 10b.
Corresponding to these stations on the flexible tail
(shown in Figure 5), the coefficient and time delay
for (Diff_6)/(Diff_7) are 0.772 and 0.0026,
respectively, as shown in Figure 12a Similar
comparisons can be made among other cross-
correlation and cross-spectral density functions
found in Figures 10 through 13 for corresponding
stations on the rigid and flexible tails shown in
Figures 5 and 6.
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Comparin.q Time Delays With Phase Delays
The time delays can be verified using the distance
between the two stations and the transport
velocity, as shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14. Visualization of Flow, Frequency, and
Distance Between Stations
The transport velocity is expected to be less than
the freestream velocity of 110 fps because the
burst decelerates the flow local to the vertical tail.
For the rigid tail at 34 degrees angle of attack, the
time delay, in Figure 10c, and phase delay at 23.1
Hz, in Figure 11a for (Diff_4)/(Diff_6), are 0.0060
seconds and 46 degrees, respectively. Stations 4
and 6 are 6.1 inches apart. Using the separation
distance and freestream velocity, the time delay is
computed using equation 2 as 0.0046 seconds.
However, the freestream velocity is considerably
faster than the transport velocity, which may be
computed as 85 fps using the 6.1-inches
separation divided by the 0.0060-seconds time
delay. Using the time delay of 0.0060 seconds,
the phase delay (at 23.1 Hz) is computed using
equation 3. The computed value of 49.8 degrees
is close to the 46 degrees picked off the phase plot
for the cross-spectral density function shown in
Figure 1 la.
{Diff 10) / (Dfff_l 1) (Diff_13) / (Off_14)
c01
0
0 10 20 30 40 50 0 10 20 30 40 50
2001 Max: 0.221@22 3 Hz I Max: 0 24@32 7 Hz I
n -200"
Frequency, Hz Frequency, Hz
b) Near 60% and 40% Span
Figure 13. Cross-Spectral Density Functions
Between Differential Pressures at Stations on
Flexible Tail, 34 Deg AOA (See Figure 5 for
Station Locations)
t=d/U
= 6.1"/12ipf) / 110 fps
= 0.0046 seconds
(2)
f=wt
= (2 _ f) (d / U) 180/
= 49.8 degrees
(3)
Comparin.q Phase Delay Results Of Different
Models and Tunnel Conditions
To verify the phase relationships of the partially
correlated unsteady differential pressures,
comparisons were made with data from other
8
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tests. The time delays and phase delays
computedfor other wind-tunnelmodelswere
comparedto someof theresultspresentedabove
in thecross-correlationandcross-spectraldensity
functions.Usingequation2above,theratioofthe
timedelaysfor thetwomodelsmaybewrittenas
follows:
(4)
Usingdr6= 2.66d006,andtheU00e= 6 Uv6(Mach
0.6 / Mach 0.1), the time ratio is 16. As noted
previously in Figure 2, the time delay between the
pressures near the leading edge and the trailing
edge on the inboard surface of the 6% rigid tail of
Reference 2 is approximately 0.0006 seconds.
The time delay for the 1/6-scale rigid tail, shown in
Figure 10f for (Diff_10)/(Diff_12) is approximately
0.009 seconds. These two time delays yield a
ratio of 15 which is close to the ratio of 16
computed above.
Comparisons between the full-scale wind-tunnel
data of Reference 6 and the 1/6-scale phase
delays further illustrate the scaling relationship. 1°
Using equation 3, the scaling relationship between
the phase of the 1/6-scale and the phase of the
full-scale cross-spectra is derived, as shown in
equation 5. Using fv6 = fF, dr6 = 6 dF, and UF = 1.5
Uv6 (Mach 0.15 / Mach 0.10), the phase ratio is
0.25.
- (5)
_bF.,,_s..,. t'L.d,.U, +
Shown in Figure 15, the phase at 45 Hz in the
cross-spectral density function for the 1/6-scale tail
is approximately negative 100 degrees at 20
degrees angle of attack. As shown in Figure 3a,
the phase at 45 Hz in the cross-spectral density
function for the full-scale tail at 20 degrees angle of
attack is approximately negative 400 degrees.
The ratio of these two phase values is 0.25.
Similarly, for the 1/6-scale model at 34 degrees
angle of attack, the phase at 20 Hz in the cross-
spectral density function shown in Figure 13a is
approximately negative 45 degrees. As shown in
Figure 3b, the phase at 20 Hz in the cross-spectral
density function for the full-scale tail is
approximately negative 180 degrees, which yields
a ratio of 0.25.
(Diff_l) / (Diff_3)
o
0 20 40 60 80 100
 oO to(13
13-
-200
Frequency, Hz
Figure 15. Cross-Spectral Density Functions
Between Differential Pressures Near Trailing Edge
and Leading Edge, Near Tip, 1/6-Scale Flexible
Tail, 20 Degrees Angle of Attack
Conclusions
The unsteady differential pressures measured at
high angles of attack on rigid and flexible tails of a
16% F/A-18 wind-tunnel model are not in phase.
Cross-correlation and cross-spectral density
functions were presented which illustrate the time
lags (in the time domain) and phase lags (in the
frequency domain) associated with the unsteady
differential pressures at stations on vertical tails.
The time lags and phase lags are characteristic of
a wave and were shown to be functions of the
distance between stations and the transport
velocity. At a given angle of attack, the partial
correlation scales with flight speed, as
demonstrated through comparisons of time and
phase lags from other wind-tunnel tests at different
conditions. For the 16% (1/6-scale) F/A-18 model,
tail flexibility does not appear to affect the time
delays or the phase delays of the unsteady
differential pressures since flexible-tail and rigid-tail
results appeared similar. Comparisons with flight
data are necessary for substantiating the partial
correlation presented herein and for examining
further the influence of tail flexibility on pressure
correlation.
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